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Drive
Selecting a suitable drive option for a grain drier may
significantly reduce operating costs. SuperBrix drive options 
include tractor drive, four motor electric drive and dual drive.

Automation
A well specified automated system may significantly decrease 
drier management time and can increase daily output. The 
automation options available are tractor driven automatic 
empty, electric driven automatic empty, standard automatic
and advanced automatic.
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SPI - 20 14.8 19.7 230,4 320 139,2 193,33 45 255 - 830
SPI - 17 12,7 17 206,4 286,67 122,4 170 37 255 - 830
SPI - 10 7,4 10 105,6 146,67 67,2 93,33 25 155 - 485
SPI - 8 6 8 79,2 110 50,4 70,1 15 97 - 395

Portable Dryer SPI

Model
ton m3 ton/24h m3/24h ton/24h m3/24h kW at 540 rpm

*From 20% to 15%

Dried product
daily production*Capacity daily production of dried

and cooled product*
Power at tractor

PTO
Burner nominal

power
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Diesel Kerosene LPG Methane &
Biogas

Standard
hopper

Shortened
hopper

Stubby
hopper

Pit auger

Through screen
both sides

Over screen
either side

Over screen
both sides

Electric cross
auger

Fuel
Fuelling the burner of a grain drier is the largest single
operating expense and generally accounts for over half the 
total operating cost. These figures may vary depending on fuel
selection

Filling
There is a wide range of filling options for SuperBrix grain 
dryers. Options include standard loading hopper, shortened 
loading hopper, stubby loading hopper and pit loading auger.

Emptying
SuperBrix grain dryers have a choice of emptying options. The 
grain can be emptied either through the screen to both sides, 
over the screen to either side, over the screen to both sides or 
through an electric cross auger. All emptying systems may be
customized to suit individual requirements. 

min - max (kW)


